Mixed reactions to state education bill

It requires public school districts to share revenues with charters

By Mike Unger

Key West Cit"n

The mandates from Tallahassee are onerous and challenging and not a good fit for Monroe County," said Mark Porter, a Republican U.S. Rep. in the state House of Representatives. "These mandates from Tallahassee are onerous and challenging and not a good fit for Monroe County."

City hall green energy program has issues

By Scott Unger

Key West Citizen

"Kinks are still being worked out on some of the green features that will earn Key West City Hall a Platinum Energy Star rating," said city manager Hope O'Harra, "but staff remains hopeful that additional dollars will be saved once every-thing is working as designed."

The building's air conditioning and lighting systems are a week in process, faulty inverters in the solar panels have led to lost energy and the city's radar has yet to be turned on by the Federal Energy Manager Tony Jonesc.

The new facility, which is the building's highest energy user, is currently being commissioned to operate at maximum savings and efficiencies.

County to explore placing toll on U.S. 1

By Timothy O'Hara

Key West Citizen

The Monroe County Commission will decide Wednesday whether to support exploring placing a toll on U.S. 1, even though traffic statistics do not back that idea.

The commission meets at 9 a.m. Wednesday at Murray E.1020.105, 1050 Overseas Highway, Key Largo.
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"The building's air conditioning and lighting systems are a week in process, faulty inverters in the solar panels have led to lost energy and the city's radar has yet to be turned on by the Federal Energy Manager Tony Jonesc."

The new facility, which is the building's highest energy user, is currently being commissioned to operate at maximum savings and efficiencies.
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Family Road Trip?

Make memories that last a lifetime with great rides, fast local service and affordable payments on Keys Auto Loans.

Call 305-293-6000 Go to KeyCULLY.com Visit any branch in Key West, Big Pine & Marathon
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